INTRODUCTION
For solving scattering problems in frequency domain, there exists a large number of methods. Among them, the one of intégral équations is known to be the most accurate. It is often chosen to validate other approaches (see [15] for instance). Nevertheless, its main drawback is that it cannot be used at high frequencies. Indeed, the resolution of intégral équations with finite 
<P(-L)degr
A is the wave-length. Lots of studies have been done to reduce either the number of degrees of freedom or the number of significant coefficients in the matrix. In two space dimensions, V. Rokhlin [14] proposed a method using a décomposition in Hankel functions and addition formulae for these fonctions. This technique cannot be used in three dimensions because the corresponding addition formulae (Gegenbauer's formulae, [12] , [17] ) are much more complicated and cannot be treated in the same way. In [2] , F. X. Canning post-treats the matrix with Fourier transforms, which allows him to neglect lots of coefficients, just keeking a few significant ones. Nevertheless, in this case too, the extension to three dimensions is not so easy, because Fast Fourier Transforms can be used only on regularly meshed parallelograms. Attempts have been performed using wavelets, following the idea of G. Beylkin, R. Coifman and V. Rokhlin [1] , but the Green kernel of the Helmholtz équation is not enough decreasing to use this technique.
In [5] we presented a method using the coupling between intégral équations (on an axisymmetric shape wrapping the scatterer) and volumic finite éléments (between this shape and the scatterer). The technique we are going to describe hère is more efficient but less gênerai since it does not allow to treat heterogeneous media. It is based on the same idea as F. X, Canning's one [2] , Furthermore, it gives a mathematical explanation for it. Instead of localizing the basis functions only in space with a step proportional to the wave-length, we will localize both in space and in the direction of propagation (i.e. in the cotangent fiber bundie) with a larger spatial step in order to keep the number of degrees of freedom constant (or of the same order). We will show that this idea will lead to a really small number of significant interaction coefficients. This method will allow the treatment of scattering problems with much higher frequencies than before. Furthermore, it can be easily coupled with volumic or surfacic finite éléments.
POSITION OF THE PROBLEM
Hère we will set some notations and write the problem we want to solve. Let /2j be a bounded open set of IR 3 , Fits boundary and Q e the interior of its complementary (see figure 1) .
We suppose i'is regular. We look for u in
(O e ) solution of the Helmholtz équation with Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions. The function u satisfies : for r -• co (2) r } either -= gonr (3) dn
with the Dirichlet right-hand side ƒ in H m (r) and the Neumann right-hand side g in H~ m {F). As usually, the wave number k satisfies k = -^-where A is the wave-length. We will use an intégral équation. In the case of the Dirichlet problem the unknown is the jump of -through F, which is in H~m(F): p = I" -1 and the intégral équation is (see for instance [4] ) :
For the Neumann problem, the unknown is the jump of u:<t> = [u]<= H m (F) and the intégral équation is (following Hamdi, [9] ) :
In our case, we will restrict the space of the right-hand side functions ƒ or g which correspond to a given incident wave. We will consider only traces of harmonie waves whose sources have a non zero distance from the scattering object. These functions are thus very regular (analytic if the surface F is analytic 
PRESENTATION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT BASIS
With the restriction made above on the space of admissible incident waves, it is usual to consider (at least in the case where the scatterer is convex) that the solution of the intégral équations problem can be written as :
: y^fc^^1^1
where the sum is locally finite and the a^x, k) admit a development in -(see [16] ). In that case, the eikonal équation is
We know that the formula (7) is not correct in what is called the penumbra région and in the neighborhood of the caustics. In the last case (see [8] or [10] )
where Ai is the Airy function. In the same way, we have an eikonal équation (see [16] for instance) :
We can see that, locally (i.e. on a région smaller than @(\ik m ), see [7] ), the solution is asymptotically equivalent to a finite sum of terms like
where £ is a unit vector of R 3 . We will show that, locally, one can approach the solution by a function like the one of formula (11) a ), at last, the functions <f> ( are piecewise C 00 and globally C m~ \ their value is 1 in x t and 0 in x j9 j =£ i, and their m first traces are null on the boundary of their supports. The diameter of the support of a basis function is thus <P(A").
ASYMPTOTICS
As in a classical finite-element method, we try to compute the interaction of two basis functions. Here, since we are interested in the high frequency limit, we will compute only the first term of the expansion in -. Thus, we are looking for an equivalent of In order to take the homogeneity in A into account, we rewrite the spatial
we have :
To evaluate the different term s, we will use stationary and non-stationary phase theorems ( [3] or [6] ). In (13), the amplitude is
ir \x -y | and the phase is
In order to perform stationary phase computations, we will restrain a to be inferior to 1/2.
Far field interactions
We study first far field interactions which correspond to the cases where the supports of <£, and <p r are disjoint. Then, the amplitude is regular with C m ~ l continuity. We will show a series of three propositions which cover the different kinds of interaction. We have first PROPOSITION 
Proof : Let us dénote by L the vector x t •-x r . Then, we have the
. So, to the same order, the phase p is
We dénote by =Sf x the operator which is well defined if the phase is regular in x. We introducé the same notations in y. This operator is bounded in k as one can see in formula (19). In case (0, we integrate m times by part in x and in y and we obtain ; 
, " (8x£i.n) 2 , , ,
where n is the normal to F, since the term of order k [ = a is null for the phase is stationary. In this case the stationary phase theorem says that the intégral is & (k l!1 ~a). This allows us to conclude the proof of the different cases of the proposition.
• Then, we show
PROPOSITION 2 : When the phase is stationary in one of the two variables only (we dénote it by x) without degenerating, then : (i) If it is not stationary on the set of singularity of the shape function of the other variable (<f>f),
(ii) If it is stationary on the set of singularity of
Proof: In y we do the same job as for the previous proposition. In x, we have to develop the phase to the next order in k. We dénote by C x the curvature operator of F in x. lts eigenvalues are -and -where R x and R 2 are the two radii of curvature of the surface. Hence,
where r is tangent to the surface F in x t . We use the same notations with primes (') for y. We perform the change of variables : r = k a r. Then,
The second order term of this expression is a -2 «^A (r-r')
. (26) The term of second order in the last part of the phase is h' = ^-y^ «7 . »C (f, r) + ^..n'C'(f', r')). Let us see now in which cases the phase is stationary on a line of singuiarity. PROPOSITION 
: The phase is stationary in x along a Une if and only if x -x v h g : is orthogonal to the tangent to the Une with an accuracy of \x-Xi ,\
Proof : Indeed, we just have to write that the gradient of the phase (computed as before) in the plane is orthogonal to the tangent to the line. This situation is illustrated on figure 7 . Let us remark that, when the phase is degenerated, we may have a decay rate of A(k) which is still slower. It dépends on the value of a. Finally, we have shown that, for points which are not neighbors, the basis functions whose interactions are dominating are those corresponding to the four cases illustrated above. 
Near field interactions
Now we are doing the same study in the case where the supports of the basis functions have non empty intersection. Thus, we can suppose that Xf = x r . So, we perform the change of variables : x = k a x and y = k a y. Then A (le) becomes <t>(x)<f>' dy.
As previously, we write : x = r + ic (T, r)n and y = T' + | C (r\ T') n where r is in the plane tangent to F at x h n is the unit vector normal to F at the same point and C is the curvature matrix. Writing r = k a r and similarly for r', we have ƒ•
0(3, jx)dô d/x (30)
where we have set 8 = f -r', /x = r + r', C = C (r, r), C' = C (f', r'), £ = _i__^-L 9 rj = -^---and <^ (5, ^u, ) is a regular function. We show the following proposition. ---4-g T = 0 where g T is the orthogonal projection of g on the plane tangent \8\ to F inx/. Then the phase is degenerated in direction g. Thus, we décompose 8 in two directions (8 U 8 2 \ with d l transverse to g. Then the phase is not degenerated in 8 V Using the stationary phase theorem we gain a term in ---. For the variable 8 7i if a > 1/3, the intégral is of order 0 in k. Otherwise, by homogeneity, there is a factor of -.
PROPOSITION 6 : (i) If the phase is neither stationary in fx nor in 8 and is not stationary in /x on a Une of singularity of <j> or <f>', (ii) If the phase is stationary neither in /x nor in S and is stationary in jx on a Une of singularity of <j> and <j>', (iii) If the phase is stationary in fj. but not in S and is not degenerated.
Lastly» let us see the geometrical meaning of the two cases of stationarity we have encountered for the near field interactions.
PROPOSITION 7 : (i) The phase is stationary in JJ, if and only if gj -gj> is parallel to the normal to F in x(
ii) The phase is stationary in JJL and in 8 if and only ifgj = g y is tangent to the surface.
Proof : Indeed the phase is stationary in fi if and only if rj is normal to the surface and rj = g i -gj. This ends the proof of point (i).
The phase is stationary in 8, as we have already remarked» if and only if --+ g T = 0, This means that \g T \ = L So, g is in the tangent plane and its modulus is 1, since its projection is of modulus 1. Thus, necessarily ij = g-because both vectors have a modulus equal to 1. Then, g = gj. We remark that the phase is then also stationary in ju.. This ends the proof of the proposition. D The situation of point (i) corresponds to the cases of transmission or reflection in x,-. The situation of point (ii) corresponds to the case where the wave is tangent to the surface.
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APPROXIMATION OF THE OPERATOR
Now, we are going to give a method to compute intégral équations using the results of the previous section. We will approximate the exact matrix and give an évaluation of the error. We dénote by <P t j the basis function introduced in section 2. We will retain in the matrix the interaction of &ij and &i>j' if and only if: (37)
where TT T is the orthogonal projection onto the plane T x , F, and 7r r is the corresponding in x r . In the opposite case, their interaction, which we have shown to be negligible, will be considered as null.
Accuracy of the approximation
We now analyze the accuracy of this approximation, and how it behaves with respect to k. First we observe how the different terms computed in the previous section compare. We will suppose we use unstructured meshes on the surface. The shape functions on F will be P m -Lagrange, then C m~l and piecewise C oe with their m first traces null on the boundary of their support. We choose a = 1/2. Doing this, we avoid considering the special cases where the phase is degenerating. Then, we have the following table which summarize the expansions of the previous section. It is easy to see that the rule exposed above (36 and 37) which détermines which interactions are to be retained, says exactiy that we have to keep only the terms which are in the last two lines of table î. Now we choose an algebra norm on the matrices. We will choose the one coming from the euclidian norm. 
Proof : We are going to evaluate the number of terms in the matrix for each case of the previous table. We have the table (2) .
• Indeed, let us start with the top of the first column. The first case corresponds to the generic case. As we have (9{k 2 ) degrees of freedom, we have the result.
• For the next case, it corresponds to a phase which is stationary on an edge only. Then, denoting by x, £ the degree of freedom corresponding to the row of matrix we are considering, if we want the stationarity to occur in the x variable, we can choose (9(k m )y on F and any direction of propagation, thus (9{k)r). If at the opposite, there is no stationarity in x, then we can choose any y (thus (9{k)), but just (9(k m ) directions
• For the next case, the phase is stationary on an edge in x and on an edge in y. Hence for a given x, f, we can choose ö(k m )y and then (9(k m ) 77. prop. 6case(ü) 6 (k m )
prop. 6 case (iii) (9 (k 2 )
prop. 6case(iv) (9 (k m )
• Then, we have the cases where the phase is stationary on F. The first one is the generic situation. For a given x, £, if the stationarity occurs for the x variable, we can choose (9(1) y and any 77. Else, we choose any y and we have (9(1) possible 77.
• The next case corresponds to an additional stationarity on the edge. Thus, either the phase is stationary on F in x and we have (9(1) y and (9(k m ) 77, or we have (9(k y2 )y and (9(1) 77.
• Then we have the case where the phase is stationary on F x F. Hère, for a given x, £, we have (9(1) possible y and as many directions.
• For the near field interactions we use the same kind of arguments. For the first case, for a given x, £ we have (9(1) possible y and any rf is convenient.
• For the next case, we still have the same number of possible y, but 77 is to be choosed among (9(k m ) values due to the stationarity on the lines of singularity.
• Finally, for the last two cases, nothing is changed in y, but we have
Thus, we have (9(1) possible y, This leads to (9(k 2 ) coefficients in case (iii) and (9(k 3/2 ) in case (iv) since we have the additional constraint that £ is tangent to F. Now, we just have to evaluate the importance of each line of Table 1 in the matrix. Then, we see that ||A|| -0(1). On the other hand, for A -À, the leading term is the one of the fifth row of the former tables. Then, we see that 
Complexity
We are now going to evaluate the complexity of the method presented here for the number of opérations as for the memory requirement. First we show.
PROPOSITION 9 :
The computation of an interaction coefficient of Â is done with (9{l) opérations, Proof : For far-field interactions, the coefficients retained in A correspond to cases where the phase is stationary. Then, with a = 1/2, the foliowing non zero term in the expansion of the phase is in k°. We then have to integrate a function which is not oscillating. Thus we can integrate it numerically with 0(1) points. For near field interactions, the leading-order term corresponds to ô = 0, and as the phase is stationary in JJL, with the same arguments as above, we can compute the coefficient with 0(1) opérations.
• Finally we can state the result : PROPOSITION 10 : With the method exposed here,
(i) The complexity of the computation of the matrix Â is (9(k 2 ). (ii) The complexity in terms of memory requirements is 0(k 2 ).
Proof: Indeed, since for each degree of freedom, we keep in the corresponding line of the matrix only 0(1 ) coefficients (see table 2), the total number of coefficients is 0(k 2 ). This proves point (ii). Then, the previous proposition ends the proof of point (i).
•
CONCLUSION
We developped here a method to solve intégral équations for scattering problems at high frequencies. This method keeps the interests of the intégral équations since the accuracy is controlled and the matrix is computed once for all the incident waves. At the opposite, it has no longer the main drawback of the finite-element method in terms of CPU requirements and overall in terms of memory requirements. Indeed, for a classical discretization using finite éléments the complexity is (9(k ót ). Thus, our method which is still not a high frequency one since the complexity increases with k 9 may be used in the same range of frequencies. In fact, we can qualify our method as an essentially mid range frequency one since it is not accurate for small k. Furthermore, it has the interest over the asymptotic methods like GTD or physical opties to have no special sensitivity to the geometry.
S ome developments of this work seem worthwhile. Beyond the implementation and the necessary numerical tests, it is possible to study the pattern of the profile of matrix Â considering geometrical and mainly homological eharaeteristies of the manifolds (FS 2 ) 2 which represent the retained interactions. We also intend to analyze the accuracy of the discrétisation. At last we want to study the possible hybridation of our method with others, and particularly those which, like the finite-element one, allow to take into account the heterogeneity of the medium.
